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 Click the logo to visit us on Facebook, and check back often for examples of our latest work!

  

  

Greater Atlanta Memorials has served the Greater Atlanta area with the finest memorials and
craftsmanship since 1984.  Our staff is friendly, and genuinely concered about those who have
lost loved ones.  We like to take our time and talk with our customers.  Not only does this help
us in the creation of a pesonalized memorial, but it also makes it much more pleasant to work
together.

  

Our stones are high quality with our domestic granite coming from different areas of the United
States and our imported granite coming from different areas all over the world.  In addition to
providing quality stones, our carving is the finest available.  All of our carvings are
shape-carved, giving them depth and making flowers look more realistic and lettering easier to
read.  If you see a flat-carved flower or name on a monument you'll know it isn't one of ours. 
This technique only removes the polish from the stone and creates the shape of a flower. 
Shape-carving costs more, but our customers believe it is worth it when they see the difference.
 You may also notice some monuments that appear to be leaning.  These aren't ours either. 
We take time to create a deep, solid concrete foundation for your monument to stand on -
ensuring that it will not lean or need repair in the future.

  

We provide a number of products and services including:
-  Foundation repair and monument resetting
-  Restoration after vandalism
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-  Monument cleaning
-  Laser etchings & hand drawn etchings
-  Final dates-of-death applied on site in the cemetery
-  Coping (borders) around cemetery lots
-  Gravel placed inside borders
-  We offer a wide variety of granite colors, as well as marble and bronze
-  Signs, pet monuments, benches
-  Crypts and mausoleums
-  Accessories such as vases, ceramic portraits, and bronze attachments

  

We have built our business on trust.  We work diligently to ensure that every customer is
completely satisfied with every aspect of a monument and its installation.

  

We welcome the opportunity to meet you and help you create a quality, lasting memorial.

  

- Matt Gentry & Wendy Brown
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